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Beyond chaos



Dimension of the Phase Space

The dimension of the phase space is the number of variables needed

to describe the state of the systems as it evolves in time. This

number is also called the dimensionality of the dynamical system.

Examples :

The dimensionality of the dynamical system describing the bank

balances in a persons checking and savings accounts is two, because

we need two numbers to describe the system completely.

The dimensionality of the phases pace for the double pendulum is 4

— two angles and two velocities.



Dynamical System Theory

Conventionally, the phrase dynamical system is used for dynamical

systems that have a finite number of variables in the phase space.

If the state changes continuously with time, the system is called a

flow. It is mathematically described by Ordinary Differential

Equations.

An example of a flow is the simple pendulum which is described by

the equations

If changes occur at discrete instants of time, the system is called a

Map. It is described by a difference equation.

An example is the logistic map.



Partial differential equations

Many systems in the real world have an infinite number of

variables.

Examples :

Fluid flows – Weather, Ocean currents, Biological fluids, Aerospace

engineering, Insect and bird flight, etc..

Stress in mechanical structures.

The above systems are continuous in space as well as in time.

Such systems need an infinite number of variables for a complete

description.

They are described by Partial differential equations.



Partial differential equations, like dynamical systems, come in two

varieties.

They can be linear or non-linear.

Examples of Linear PDEs :

Maxwell’s equations with specified sources - These equations

describe electricity, magnetism and electro-magnetic waves (light,

radio waves, X-rays, microwaves, etc.).

Schrödinger’s Equation for a particle with a given potential : This

equation describes the evolution of the quantum state of a particle.



Nonlinear PDEs

These equations are usually not solvable in a closed form.

They arise in the description of interacting systems.

Examples :

Navier-Stokes equation This equation describes various kinds of

fluid flows.

Einstein’s equation This equation describes the evolution of a

Space-time in general relativity.

Swift-Hohenberg and Complex Ginzburg-Landau equations : These

equations describe the formation of various kinds of patterns that

are seen in systems with many interacting parts.

The Magneto-Hydrodynamic equation : This equation describes

the flow of charged plasma in a magnetic field, like in the interior of

stars or in a Tokamak.



The Navier-Stokes equation

The Navier-Stokes equation describes fluid flow in various

situations.

The Navier-Stokes equation for an isothermal, incompressible fluid

is

ρ
∂v

∂t
+ (v ·∇)

∂v

∂t
= F −∇p + µ∇2v

ρ = density.

v = Velocity of the fluid.

F = External force driving the flow per unit volume.

p = Pressure in the fluid.

µ = Viscosity.



We are assuming that the density and the temperature of the fluid

are the same through out the flow.

If we allow the fluid to be compressible (the density can change)

and are looking at the transport of heat (the temperature is not

fixed), the equations are much more complicated.

The Navier-Stokes equations describe many physically relevant

flows.

Examples :

The flow around the wing of an airplane.

The flow of blood in the capillaries.

The flow of the jet stream.



Turbulence

For low velocities, the flow is regular. As the velocity is increased,

the flow becomes irregular. This is called the transition to

turbulence.

The question of what is a large velocity depends on the relevant

length scale, the density of the fluid and the viscosity of the fluid.

A dimensionless number which measures how large the velocity is is

called the Reynolds Number.

As the Reynolds number increases, the flow undergoes a transition

from being laminar into being turbulent.
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What is the mechanism for the transition to turbulence with

increasing Reynolds number ?

This is a dissipative system. So one needs to force the fluid to keep

the flow going.

All the dissipation is at small scales due to viscosity.

The energy is input to the fluid at large scales by the forcing.

Energy flows from large scales to small scales by the formation of

eddies. These eddies then dorm smaller eddies and so on until the

energy is dissipated by viscosity.

This picture is due to Kolmogorov.

People have been trying to understand turbulence for well over a

hundred years and it is still a topic of active research.





Chaos in turbulence ?

The turbulent flow of a fluid looks extremely irregular. Is it a

manifestation of Chaos?

Traditional picture of transition to Turbulence — Landau (1940s) :

As the Reynolds number is increased, there are bifurcations

whereby new modes are excited with incommensurate oscillation

frequencies.

Turbulence is the result of having motions with an infinite number

of incommensurate frequencies.



The Strange Attractor — Ruelle and Takens :

Turbulence is a chaotic state in the system.

We can get turbulence by the sequence of bifurcations Fixed Point

→ Limit Cycle → two frequency torus → Strange Attractor.

Thus we do not need an infinite number of frequencies

(bifurcations). In this picture, the turbulent motion of the fluid can

be represented by motion in on a strange attractor that has a

dimension less than 3.

This was tested experimentally in a series of experiments by Jerry

Gollub and Harry Swinney.



Beyond low-dimensional Chaos

The mechanism for the transition to turbulence in the

Taylor-Couette flow agrees with the Ruelle-Takens picture.

However, the ideas of low-dimensional chaos have little relevance to

the problem of turbulence in flows that are of practical interest, for

instance the turbulence in the flow around the wing of an airplane.

In most real flows, turbulence has universal properties and scaling

behaviors that are not from simple low-dimensional attractors.

In these cases turbulence is almost certainly an infinite-dimensional

phenomenon and it is not describable in terms of simple

low-dimensional attractors.



Spatio-Temporal Chaos

The term Spatio-Temporal Chaos is used to refer to phenomena

that are irregular both in space and in time and are not describable

in terms of low-dimensional Strange attractors.

Example :

Water boiling in a kettle.

The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation — This equation describes the

evolution of rough interfaces.

The theory of spatio-temporal chaos is not as developed as the

theory of chaos in low-dimensional dynamical systems.

It is however of extreme importance to understand Spatio-temporal

chaos to understand/control irregular behavior in many systems of

practical interest.
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Drying coffee drops

Spatio-Temporal Chaos (Irregular motion) is not the only

difference between Nonlinear and Linear PDEs.

Nonlinear PDEs show a variety of effects that aren’t found in their

linear counterparts, including the formation of patterns, structures

and singularities.

Recent work at the Univ. of Chicago has led to an understanding

of the stain ring left behind when a coffee drop dries.

This is due to the effects of pinning of the drop and the nonuniform

evaporation of the drop.

The equations that describe this process are Nonlinear PDEs.



Singularities

Unlike linear PDEs or even most dynamical systems where the

motion is bounded, solutions to Nonlinear PDEs can have

singularities.

One can start with a smooth initial condition and after some time

an infinity shows up in the solution or in one of its derivatives.

The equation thus has information on its range of validity.

This phenomenon is called a singularity.

Examples :

Black Holes.

Droplet Breakoff.

Bacterial Colonies.



Singularities in the universe

Classical (non-quantum) spacetime in general relativity are

governed by Einstein’s equations, which are a set of coupled,

nonlinear PDEs.

Penrose, Hawking and others have shown that, with some

physically reasonable assumptions, it is possible to have spacetime

solutions where the curvature of the spacetime (this is related to

the gravitational field) becomes infinite in a finite time.

This leads to the formation of a Black Hole.

The Big Bang is also a singularity. It is called an initial singularity.



Droplet breakoff

The problem is described by the Navier-Stokes equation.

There is a singularity at the precise space/time points at which a

droplet breaks off from its neck.

The mathematical solutions to the equation will have the neck

collapse to a zero width.

This however is not possible given the finite size of the atoms and

molecules in the fluid.

Therefore, this tells us that the Navier-Stokes equations, which are

based on treating the fluid as a continuous medium, will not be

valid near the point of breakoff.

Before and after the break off though, the solutions can be

described adequately by the Navier-Stokes equation.



Local interactions

Nonlinear PDEs : They are the equations that determine the

evolution of quantities that vary both in space and in time. These

equations describe infinite dimensional non-linear dynamical

systems.

Examples :

• The Navier-Stokes equations describe fluid flow.

• Einstein’s equations describe the evolution of a space-time.

Partial differential equations model systems with many interacting

parts. However, the interactions are local.

There is no “Action at a distance”.



Infinite dimensional nonlinear systems

Not all systems can be described by local interactions in 3 or

smaller dimensions.

Examples:

• The brain is a network of interconnected neurons with each

neuron being connected to many other neurons.

• Human Society.

These systems (and also some systems with local interactions) show

many remarkable features. They can adapt, they learn, they form

structures etc. Is there a way to understand these properties of

Infinite dimensional non-linear systems?



Interacting nonlinear systems

There are many systems in the real world in which parts of the

system interact with each other, and furthermore, the interactions

make the system nonlinear. These systems can exhibit a variety of

behaviors including

• Phase Transitions : For example, a solid melts and becomes a

liquid on heating. These transitions are the analogs of

bifurcations in low-dimensional systems.

• Complex systems : Systems with many interacting parts such

that the whole is more than the sum of the parts. These

systems can learn, adapt and form structures and hierarchies.

• Pattern formation and Structure formation
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Patterns in a model for vibrated sand



Phase Transitions

What happens when Ice melts and becomes water?

This is a very hard question to answer from a microscopic

viewpoint. After all, the molecules in water are the same as the

molecules in ice.

The melting of ice is a behavior of a collection of water molecules

and it is due to the interactions between the molecules. A single

molecule cannot “melt”.

Phase transitions are a subject of active research and the key to

understanding them is the use of the renormalization group idea,

which is due to the work of Michael Fisher, Leo Kadanoff and Ken

Wilson.



Universality and the Renormalization group

Phase transitions have universal properties, that is some features of

the transition between water and steam are the same as in the

transition between a ferromagnet and a paramagnet and so on.

Close to the transition, the system does not care about the details

of the interactions between the subunits. The collective behavior

can be understood independent of the details of the physics of the

system.

A technique to study the universality in the collective behavior is

the renormalization group.

It is the same technique that is used to study the universal

behavior of the period doubling bifurcation in a 1-dimensional map.



Complexity

What is Complexity ?

Unlike for the word Chaos, where there is a mathematically

rigorous definition in terms of the Lyapunov exponent ( a measure

of the “strength” of the Butterfly effect), the is no definition of

complexity or what it means to be a complex system that is

universally agreed upon.

Some people refer to systems that show complicated behavior as

complex systems. By this definition, low dimensional chaotic

systems are also considered complex systems.

This however is not very satisfactory. It seems intuitively clear that

a human being is much more complex than a double pendulum,

and we would like to have a definition whereby a human being is a

complex system but a double pendulum is not.



Some other people define complexity to be behavior that is

irregular in space and in time and use the word chaos to describe

behavior that is only irregular in time.

By this definition, a turbulent fluid flow is a complex system.

This is also somewhat unsatisfactory because, the equations

describing the turbulent fluid flow (the Navier-Stokes equations)

are well known and can be written down in a few lines, but nobody

expects that the rules describing the behavior of a human being

can be written down in a few lines.

Some people use this as a basis for defining Complexity. The

complexity of a system is equal to the length of the shortest

computer program that can reproduce the behavior of the system.

Important questions about what is Information?

This is a very interesting idea but is hard to quantify in practice.



Information theory

The quantitative description and study of the transmission and

processing of information is called Information theory.

Defining complexity as the size of a program that can reproduce

the system is a way of quantifying the information needed to

describe the rules of the system. This is sometimes called the

Algorithmic complexity.

Another measure of the complexity of a system is the amount of

information needed to specify the state of the system.

For example, if the system of interest is tossing a coin, the amount

of information needed to specify the outcome is 1 bit. Use 0 to

represent tails and 1 to represent heads.

This measure of complexity/Information is called the Shannon

entropy.



The connection between complex systems and information theory is

a subject of current research.

Complex systems like human beings (or computers) transmit,

process, store, retrieve and sometimes even generate information.

It is not clear how one quantifies the various aspects of the

information and its relation to the behavior of the system.

Yet another view of complexity is that it is the behavior of systems

on the boundary between order and disorder (chaos).

The study of complex systems arise in problems in a large cross

section of disciplines including computer science, material science,

condensed matter physics, cognitive science, neurobiology, weather

prediction, turbulence, evolutionary biology, sociology etc.



So, is there a simple way to say if a system is complex ?

There is no universally accepted definition.

My personal view is to call a system complex if it has many

interacting subunits and the system as a whole has properties that

cannot be deduced in a simple manner from the properties of the

constituent parts.

Roughly speaking, a system is complex, if the whole is greater than

the sum of the parts.

This includes, among other things Human beings, The brain, Stock

markets, Society, and ecosystems.

How many subunits must a system have, before it becomes a

complex system ?



Emergence

An important concept in the complex systems is that of the

emergence of new behaviors.

A culture in a petri dish with a few thousand cells consists of many

interacting subunits, where each subunit is the cell. Yet, the

culture has no special behaviors, so that, we can treat it just as a

bunch of cells.

Multi-cellular living organisms, on the other hand have behaviors

that are not simply the behaviors of a bunch of cells.

Therefore, there is a scale (number of cells) somewhere between the

culture and the entire organism where new properties emerge as a

result of the collective behavior of the subunits.

Similarly, a single neuron is well understood, but as one makes a

large collection of interconnected neurons, the network (the brain)

has emergent properties.



Computers and complexity

Computers now give us ways to study the behavior of complex

systems. Also, the study of complex systems has had an influence

on computer science and information theory.

• Artificial Life.

• Neural Networks.

• Genetic Algorithms.

• Large scale simulations.



“Life” on a computer

Various kinds of complex systems that model living organisms are

now investigated on computers.

Artificial life : These are programs which model a large number of

interacting simple nonlinear entities.

The behavior of each “individual” can be programmed to include

such effects as the desire for survival at the expense of a neighbor,

stealing, sharing, altruism, passing genetic material from parent to

offspring, mutation etc.

The rules for the individual are then put in a computer program

and a collection of these “organisms” is studied using a computer.

The results are extremely interesting and these “games of life”

(Conway) show various emergent behaviors including the formation

of herds, speciation etc.



Artificial Intelligence - Neural Networks

This is an effort to imitate the brain on a computer.

The brain processes information through a network of neurons

which are densely interconnected.

Each neuron is a nonlinear element and is reasonably well

understood.

Neural networks are programs which simulate a densely

interconnected network of simple nonlinear devices which behave in

roughly the same manner as neurons.

These networks now have the ability to “learn” from external

information, unlike conventional programs which can only execute

a set of instructions specified by the programmer.



Genetic Algorithms

Goal: Use the idea of Darwinian natural selection to find an

optimal solution.

This is useful when one has to search a large space of possible

solutions for an optimal solution according to some measure.

Example : The traveling salesman problem. Given a set of 10 cities

find a route through the 10 cities so that each city is visited only

once and the total distance covered is the smallest possible.

Form a set of possible solutions. Form an “offspring” from pairs of

these solutions by taking parts of each “parent”. The “fitness” of

each “offspring” is given by the measure we need to optimize, so

that, in the above example, the fitness is a measure of how small

the total distance is.

Keep the “good offspring” (high fitness) and repeat the procedure.



Pattern Formation

Another feature of many complex systems if the formation of

patterns.

This is a collective behavior and is found in a variety of systems.

• Fluids - Rayleigh-Benard convection and Benard cells.

• Fluids - Taylor cells.

• Chemical reactions - Spiral waves in the Belusov-Zhabotinsky

reaction.

• Spiral waves in the heart.

• Patterns in a vibrated granular layer.



Structure formation

Nonlinear interactions between many subunits can also make

structures in complex systems.

• Ontogenesis - Cell differentiation and the formation of organs.

• Jupiter’s Red Spot.

• The formation of ridges in a crumpled sheet of paper.

• Lightning.

• Structures in society.

• Bacterial colonies.



Self Organized Criticality

Bak, Tang and Weisenfeld.

Make a sandpile by randomly dropping a grain of sand at a time on

a heap.

There are an intermittent sequence of avalanches redistributing the

sand in the heap.

Remarkably, the sizes of these avalanches obey a scaling law.

The state of the sandpile where it has avalanches of all sizes

according to a scaling law is called “Self organized criticality”.

It is hypothesized that the following systems are also Self organized

critical, and this explains the scaling laws in these systems.

• The living organisms in the Biosphere - Extinction.

• The Stock Market - Market crashes.



Networks and Hierarchies

Many real-world systems are organized as many interacting units

on a network, or in a hierarchy. E.g.,

• The power grid.

• The internet and telephone networks.

• Social networks: The set of friends/acquaintances – Small

World networks.

• Businesses.

In addition to the rules governing the individual units, the

behavior/dynamics of the network is strongly influenced by it’s

Topology – the way it is interconnected.

Gossip and diseases are very efficiently transmitted by Small world

networks – Duncan Watts and Steve Strogatz.

Six degrees of separation, The Kevin Bacon game, Erdös number.



Questions, Questions, ...

The study of complex systems has brought up a whole set of

important questions whose answers will influence the way we look

at the world around us.

• Are there general principles behind the emergence of collective

behavior in complex systems?

• Is it always possible to have a basic understanding of complex

behaviors in terms of the behaviors of the component subunits?

In short, is reductionism always a valid approach to building a

description of the world?

• Are there ways to describe and possibly control complex

systems like controlling low-dimensional chaotic systems?



• Is there a generalized biology/sociology that describes the

behavior of living organisms and societies as well as the

“artificial life” that we can make on a computer?

• How does one characterize the patterns and structures that

emerge in complex systems?

• Is there a quantitative measure of the behavior of complex

systems and can one formulate it mathematically ?

• Is there an universality in complex systems, that is do there

exist paradigms like Self Organize Criticality that describe

collective behaviors in a range of different systems with

differing underlying subunits?














